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1
means for calculating a fused image of the multiple images
based on Bayes analysis by using a kernel function.
According to a fourth aspect of the present invention,
FIELD OF THE INVENTION
there is provided an image fusion apparatus comprising: at
least one data processor; and at least one memory coupled to
the data processor, the memory storing a computer program,
The present invention relates to the field of image prowherein the image fusion apparatus is configured to use the
cessing, and more specifically, to the field of image fusion of
data processor and the memory to at least perform: obtaining
multisource images.
multiple images for a same scene; and calculating a fused
10 image of the multiple images based on Bayes analysis by
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
using a kernel function.
With the solutions according to the embodiments of the
With the application of multisource images in many areas,
present invention, multisource images (e.g. , a high resoluimage fusion has been an attractive and important technique
tion image and a multispectral image) can be subject to
of image processing and pattern recognition. Image fusion is
16 global fusion, such that detail information
of the high
to combine two or more source images into one single
resolution image may be integrated into the fused image as
combined image containing
significant information
of
much as possible and spectral information of the multispecrespective source images. The application areas of image
tral image may be preserved as much as possible.
fusion include exposure fusion [1-2], remote sensing P-4],
medical imaging [5], quality and defect detection and bio- 20
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE SEVERAL
metric [6]. Particularly in mobile platform, there is a strong
VIEWS OF THE DRAWINGS
desire to fuse multisource images to obtain a better illustration and explanation about the sensed scene.
Other objectives and eflects of the present invention will
In image fusion, it is always desired that the fused image
become much apparent and easy to understand through the
has both high spatial and high spectral resolutions so as to 26 following description with reference to the accompanying
obtain a better description and interpretation of a sensed
of
drawings and with more comprehensible understanding
scene. However, due to physical or observation constraints,
the present invention, wherein:
FIG. 1A illustrates a flow chart of a method for image
high spatial resolution and high spectral resolution are
available. For example, high
fusion according to one embodiment of the present inventypically not simultaneously
resolution images possess high spatial resolution but poor 30 tion;
FIG. 1B illustrates a flow chart of a method step for
spectral resolution, while multispectral images possess high
calculating a fused image according to one embodiment of
spectral resolution but low spatial resolution.
the present invention;
Image fusion should follow some fusion rules to construct
a synthetic image. In this aspect, a variety of methods have
FIG. 2 exemplarily illustrates a process of optimizing a
been proposed to fuse high resolution images and multi- 36 kernel function and a fused image according to the method
illustrated in FIG. 1;
spectral data. For example, Nunez et al. [8] fuse a spatial
resolution high resolution image (SPOT) with a low spatial
FIG. 3 illustrates a block diagram of an image fusion
resolution multispectral image (Landsat Thematic Mapper
apparatus for image fusion according to the embodiments of
the present invention;
(TM)) by using the additive wavelet (AW) algorithm. The
wavelet low frequency portion of the SPOT high resolution 40
FIG. 4 schematically illustrates a block diagram of an
image is substituted by the bands of TM image.
image fusion apparatus according to the embodiments of the
However, those fusion methods perform fusion pointpresent invention;
FIG. 5 exemplarily illustrates a comparison between a
wisely and just use the local information of the neighborhood domain. Another shortcoming is that multiscale
fused image generated by the image fusion solution accordmethod preserves more spectral information but ignores 46 ing to the embodiments of the present invention and a fused
some spatial information [9].
image generated by the image fusion solution in the prior art;
and
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
FIG. 6 illustrates a quantitive comparison between the
fusion results in FIG. 5.
In view of the above, embodiments of the present inven- 60
In all of the above accompanying drawings, like reference
tion provide a novel fusion solution, which performs image
numbers indicate same, like or corresponding features or
fusion based on Bayes analysis with introduction of a kernel
functions.
function.
According to a first aspect of the present invention, there
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
is provided a method for image fusion comprising: obtaining 66
INVENTION
multiple images for a same scene; and calculating a fused
Some preferred embodiments will be described in more
image of the multiple images based on Bayes analysis by
detail with reference to the accompanying drawings, in
using a kernel function.
According to a second aspect of the present invention,
which the preferred embodiments of the present disclosure
there is provided an image fusion apparatus comprising: an 60 have been illustrated. However, it may be understood by
those skilled in the art that the present disclosure may be
acquiring unit configured to acquire multiple images for a
same scene, and a fused image calculating unit configured to
implemented in various manners, and thus should not be
calculate a fused image of the multiple images based on
construed to be limited to the embodiments disclosed herein.
Instead, these embodiments are provided for the thorough
Bayes analysis by using a kernel function.
According to a third aspect of the present invention, there 66 and complete understanding of the present disclosure, and to
is provided an apparatus for image fusion comprising:
completely convey the scope of the present disclosure to
means for obtaining multiple images for a same scene; and
those skilled in the art.
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FIG. 1A shows a flow chart of a method 100 for image
1—
fusion according to one embodiment of the present inven——
l3)
MLII
IIH R —
l
2 2
p(MLi R, H) =
tion. According to the embodiments of the present invention,
(v 2 a, )
the method 100 fuses multiple images (ke. multisource
images) for a same scene to obtain a fused image. In one
embodiment of the present invention, multisource images
where N denotes the total pixel number of an image such as
include high resolution images with higher spatial resoluthe high resolution image SI, the multispectral image ML, or
tions and multispectral images with higher spectral resoluthe fused image R, ~ represents a norm symbol, and
tions.
~~H*R —
ML~P denotes a 2-norm of H*R —ML.
The method 100 starts from step 110.In step 110, multiple
Since the kernel function H is independent of the image
images for a same scene are obtained. For example, the
content, i.e. , the probability of the kernel function H is
obtained multiple images comprise a high resolution image
independent of the probability of the fused image R, the
SI and a multispectral image ML.
second term on the right side of the equation (2) may be
Next, in step 120, a fused image of the multiple images is
simplified as p(RIH)~(R). Therefore, the equation (2) may
calculated based on Bayes analysis by using a kernel funcbe rewritten as:
tion.
p(R, HIML)=p(ML IREE)p(R)p(SE).
(4)
In one embodiment, the step 120 further comprises establishing a relationship between the obtained multiple images
Now, in order to estimate p(R, HIML), some constraints
and the fused image R by using the kernel function, as
are applied to the fused image R and the kernel function H.
shown in step 122 in FIG. 1B. FIG. 1B illustrates a flow 20 In order to integrate the detail information of the high
chart of a method step 120 for calculating the fused image
resolution image SI into the fused image R, the gradient of
according to one embodiment of the present invention. Here,
the fused image R is defined as a gradient substantially equal
the fused image R is a result of image fusion of the multiple
to that of the high resolution image SI. More generally, in the
images (e.g. , the high resolution image SI and the multiembodiments of the present invention, the gradient of the
spectral image ML). For example, the relationship may be 25 fused image is set to be substantially equal to the gradient of
expressed as:
the image with a higher spatial resolution among the
obtained multiple images. In this way, the gradient of the
=H
ML
"R+rI,
difl'erence between the fused image R and the high resoluwhere H denotes a kernel function, which is a complex
tion image SI may be defined as complying with a Gaussian
factor reflecting the link between the multispectral image 30 distribution with mean of 0 and standard deviation of o~. In
ML and the fused image R; r) denotes an unknown noise;
this case, the prior probability p(R) of the fused image R
and ~denotes a convolution operator.
may be defined as:
In one embodiment of the present invention, the kernel
function H is a point spread function (PSF) commonly used
in an image de-blurring processing. However, the present 35
invention is not limited thereto, and any kernel function that
(Vl2~ a, )
satisfies the smoothness constraint may be applied to the
present invention, which will be explained in detail hereinafter.
where V represents a gradient operator.
Next, in step 124, an energy function is constructed
This definition method, for example, may refer to the
through the Bayes analysis as a function of the fused image
definition of the prior probability of an image super-resoluR and the kernel function H based on the relationship
tion gradient in the Reference [10].
established at step 122.
As above mentioned, in the embodiments of the present
It is seen from equation (I) that given that only the
invention, the kernel function H has a good smoothness. The
multispectral image ML is known, it would be impossible to 46 smoothness of the kernel function H penalizes large gradiestimate the kernel function H and the fused image R.
ents of the kernel function. Therefore, given that the gradient
Therefore, the inventors establish a connection between the
of the kernel function H is defined to follow a Gaussian
kernel function H, fused image R, and multispectral image
distribution with mean of 0 and standard deviation of o3, it
ML according to the above equation (I) by using the Bayes
may be represented as:
50
analysis, as shown in the following equation:
~~

p(R, HIML)=p(ML IREE)p(R ISE)p(SE),

~~

(2)
l6)

where p(R, H ML) represents a joint probability of the fused
(v2 a)
image R and the kernel function H given that the multispectral image ML is known, p(MLI R, H) denotes the likelihood
(ke. , conditional probability) of the multispectral image ML
Now, in order to estimate the fused image R and the kernel
given that the fused image R and the kernel function H are
function H, the negative logarithm of p(R, HIML) is defined
known, p(RIH) denotes the conditional probability of the
as an energy function E, (R, H). According to equations (2)
fused image R given that the kernel function H is known,
and (4), E, (R, H) may be represented as:
and p(H) denotes the prior probability of the kernel function 60
I

E, (R,Hj= —loglp(R, HIML))= —(logtp(MLIR,
(R))+»gtp(H)) I

H.
In one embodiment, the unknown noise r) is modeled as
a set of independent and identically distributed random noise
variables for all pixels, and each of the noise variables
follows a Gaussian distribution with a mean of 0 and
standard deviation of o, . Therefore, according to equation
(I), p(MLIR, H) may be represented as:

66

H))+log(p

(7)

In this way, the maximum a posteriori (MAP) problem of
equation (2) is converted into an energy minimization problem that minimizes E, (R, H). Further, by substituting equations (3), (5), and (6) into (7), the equation (7) may be
trans formed into:
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E) (R, H) = —)log(p(ML) R, H)) + log(p(R)) + log(p(H))) =
Nl

(+( 2

g(~2

( 2a,

I)Pig —Ri)ll l

20-

™I
IIH

R

Mill

)+Nl"g(K~

I

6

(+(( 2a32 I)v)H)ll

g(&2

)

=

())H M R —ML)) + A())V(R —SI))) + Aq))VH))

+ c)
10

where c=2a, (N log(3/2@a, )+N log(3/2@a~)+N log(3/2za3)),
which is a constant, and X, =a, /a~, A~=a, /a3
Since the high resolution image SI is known, for the
convenience of expression, the difference between the fused 16
image R and the high resolution image SI is defined as
Q=R —SI. Then, according to equation (8), an energy function E(Q, H) may be re-defined as:
E(QgE)=2cy) E)(RgE)= H"Q+H"SI—ML + V(Q) +
V(H) '+c

j;

20

Till now, we have transformed the maximum a posteriori
(MAP) problem of equation (2) into a problem that minimizes the energy function E(Q, H).
Next, in step 126, the fused image R is calculated accord- 26
ing to the kernel function H by using the energy function
constructed in step 124.
Further study the equation (9), where the energy function
E(Q, H) includes two variables Q (or R) and H. When either
Q or H is given, E(Q, H) is a convex function. Therefore, 30
when the kernel function H is given, the equation (9) may be

rewritten into a frequency
terms unrelated to Q:

domain form by discarding

E(F(Q))= F(P) F( Q)+F( FJ
(~,)'F(Q) ',

+jg)

F(0 ) F(Q)

+jg)

F

the

(10) 36

It is seen from equation (11)that given the kernel function
H, Q may be derived, thereby the fused image R (R=Q+SI)
may be derived.
In one embodiment, a rectangular window function is
used as the initial kernel function H to obtain the fused
image R.
According to some embodiments of the present invention,
the kernel function H and the fused image R are iteratively
updated to optimize the obtained fused image R.
Refer back to FIG. 1, in order to optimize the fused image
R derived in step 120, in step 130, it is determined whether
a predetermined
fusion standard (or called convergence
condition) is satisfied.
In one embodiment, the predetermined fusion standard is
times of updating. For example, the times of updating may
be any positive integer, e.g. , 10, 20, 30, 40, etc. , as needed.
In another embodiment, the predefined fusion standard is
the quality of the calculated fused image R. For example, it
may evaluate whether the quality of the fused image R
satisfies a predetermined standard through indexes such as
visual sense, mutual information, and the like.
When it is determined in step 130 that the predetermined
fusion standard is satisfied, the method 100 proceeds to step
140 where it ends.
When it is determined in step 130 that the predetermined
fusion standard is not satisfied, the method 100 proceeds to
step 150 to update the kernel function H by using the fused
image R calculated in step 120.
According to one embodiment, the method of updating
the kernel function H is similar to the method of calculating
the fused image R through the above equations (10) and
(11), except that it is the terms unrelated to the kernel
function H that are discarded. Given that the fused image R
is known, the equation (9) is rewritten into the frequency
domain form:

E(F(II))= F(R)'F(II)—F(ML) +jy)F(0„)'F(H) +
where F denotes Fourier transformation, W=H*SI —ML, o)
jy F(0 )'F(H) y,
(12)
and o) are differential operators in x and y directions, F(o) )
and F(o) ) are the Fourier transformations
of respective
where R=Q+SI, and similar to the above equation (10), F
differential operators, and
denotes component-wise mul- 40 denotes Fourier transformation, o) and o) are differential
tiplication (ke. , dot product).
operators, F(a ) and F(a ) are Fourier transformations of
Next, Plancherel's theorem, which states that the sum of
respective differential operators, and
denotes component
the squares of functions equals to the sum of the squares of
multiplication (ke. , dot product).
their Fourier transformations,
are used to construct the
Similarly, Plancherel's theorem is used to construct the
equation
46 equation

'

'

BE(F(Q))
BF(Q)

BE(Q)
BQ

BE(F(H))
BF(H)

BE(H)
BH

60

for all possible values of Q.
Therefore, the first order optimality

condition

for all possible values of H.
Therefore, the first order optimality

may be

written as

(

condition may be

written as

BE(F(H))
BF(H)

(Q))

B F(Q)

Namely:

60

BE(F(H))
= F(R)'(F(R)'F(H) —F(ML)) +
BF(H)

BE(F(Q))
= F(H)'(F(H)'F(Q) + F(W)) +
BF(Q)
gt(F(BN) F(Bx) +it(F(By) F(By)) F(Q)

Namely:

= 0.

ApF(B )

F(B ) + Ap F(By ) F(By ))

(13)

F(H): 0

~
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It is seen from equation (13) that, given the fused image
FIG. 4 schematically shows a block diagram of an image
fusion device 400 according to one embodiment of the
R, the updated kernel function H may be derived.
present invention. As shown in FIG. 4, the image fusion
After updating the kernel function H in step 150, the
device 400 comprises a data processor 410 and a memory
method 100 may return to step 120 to optimize the fused
5 420 coupled to the data processor 410. The memory 420
image R based on the updated kernel function H.
stores a computer program 430.
The process of optimizing the fused image R is similar to
The memory 420 may be of any appropriate type suitable
the process of calculating the fused image R according to the
for
the local technical environment and may be implemented
kernel function H as depicted in the above step 120 (more
by any appropriate data storage technologies, including, but
specifically, the step 126 in FIG. 1B), except that the initial
10 not limited to, a semiconductor-based
storage device, a
kernel function H in step 120 is replaced into the updated
magnetic storage device and system, an optical memory, and
kernel function H calculated in step 150.
a system. Although FIG. 4 merely shows one memory unit,
In this way, alternative iterative optimization of the kernel
the image fusion device 400 may have a plurality of physifunction H and the fused image R is realized through steps
cally difierent memory units. The data processor 410 may be
120, 130, and 140. FIG. 2 exemplarily illustrates a process 15 of any appropriate type suitable for the local technical
of alternatively and iteratively optimizing the kernel funcenvironment and may include, but not limited to, a general
tion H and the fused image R according to the method 100
computer, a dedicated computer, a microprocessor, a digital
illustrated in FIG. 1A.
signal processor (DSP) and one or more of the processorAlthough the method of the present invention has been
based multi-core processor architectures. The image fusion
described with reference to method 100 in FIG. 1A, it should 20 device 400 may comprise a plurality of data processors.
be appreciated that the order of the steps as illustrated in the
As shown in FIG. 4, the image fusion device 400 is
configured to use the data processor 410 and the memory
figures and depicted in the description are only illustrative.
Without departing from the scope of the claims, these
420 to at least perform: obtaining multiple images for a same
method steps and/or actions may be performed in a difi'erent
scene; and calculating a fused image of the multiple images
order, rather than being limited to the specific order as 25 by using a kernel function based on Bayes analysis.
shown in the drawings and depicted in the description.
According to the embodiments of the present invention,
FIG. 3 illustrates a block diagram of an apparatus 300 for
the image fusion device 400 is further configured to use the
data processor 410 and the memory 420 to at least perform:
image fusion according to the embodiments of the present
invention. According to the embodiments of the present
establishing a relationship between the obtained multiple
invention, the image fusion apparatus 300 fuses multisource
images to obtain the fused image.
The image fusion apparatus 300 comprises an obtaining
unit 310 configured to obtain multiple images for a same
scene. For example, the obtained multiple images comprise
a high resolution image SI and a multispectral image ML.
The image fusion apparatus 300 further comprises a fused
image calculating unit 320 configured to calculate a fused
image of the multiple images based on Bayes analysis by
using a kernel function. In one embodiment, the fused image
calculating unit 320 further comprises: a modeling sub-unit
322 configured to establish a relationship between the multiple images obtained by the obtaining unit 310 and the fused
image R by using the kernel function H; an energy function
constructing sub-unit 324 configured to construct an energy
function as the function of the fused image R and the kernel
function H through Bayes analysis based on the relationship
established by the modeling unit 322; and a calculation
sub-unit 326 configured to calculate the fused image R based
on the kernel function H by using the energy function
constructed by the energy function constructing sub-unit

R by using the kernel function
H; constructing an energy function as the function of the
fused image R and the kernel function H through Bayes
analysis based on the established relationship; and calculating the fused image R based on the kernel function H by
using the constructed energy function.
In one embodiment, the gradient of the fused image R is
set to be substantially equal to that of the high resolution
image SI.
According to some embodiments of the present invention,
the image fusion device 400 is further configured to use the
data processor 410 and the memory 420 to at least perform:
updating the kernel function H by using the calculated fused
fusion standard is not
image R when a predetermined
satisfied. In one embodiment, the image fusion device 400 is
further configured to use the data processor 410 and the
memory 420 to at least perform: optimizing the fused image
R based on the updated kernel function H.
In one embodiment, the predetermined fusion standard is
the times of updating. In another embodiment, the predetermined fusion standard is the quality of the calculated
fused image R.
In the description of the present disclosure, a high resolution image and a multispectral
image are taken as
examples to describe various embodiments. However, those
skilled in the art would appreciate that the present invention
is not limited to a high resolution image and a multispectral
image, but may be applied to any multisource images having
complementary features. Besides, in the description of the
present disclosure, various embodiments are depicted with
two images as examples. However, those skilled in the art
would appreciate that the number of images for performing
image fusion according to the present invention is not
limited to 2, and the image fusion may be performed for any
number of multisource images. When the number of images
to be fused is greater than 2, in one embodiment, 2 images
there among are first fused according to the above image
fusion method described with reference to FIG. 1A and FIG.

30 images and the fused image

35

40

45

50

324.
In one embodiment, the gradient of the fused image R is
set to be substantially equal to that of the high resolution
image SI.
Furthermore, in one embodiment, the image fusion appa- 55
ratus 300 further comprises a kernel function optimizing unit
330 configured to update the kernel function H by using the
fused image R calculated by the fused image calculating unit
320 when a predetermined fusion standard is not satisfied. In
one embodiment, the fused image calculating unit 320 is 60
further configured to optimize the fused image R based on
the kernel function H updated by the kernel function optimizing unit 330.
In one embodiment, a predetermined fusion standard is
the times of updating. In another embodiment, the pre- 65
defined fusion standard is the quality of the calculated fused
image R.
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1B, and then the obtained fused image is

some more specific technical details which are known to the
skilled in the art and may be necessary to implement the
present invention.
Thus, selecting and describing the preferred embodiments
6 is to better illustrate the principle and practical application of
constructed.
FIG. 5 exemplarily illustrates a comparison between a
the present invention and to enable those skilled in the art to
fused image generated by the image fusion solution accordappreciate that without departing the spirit of the present
invention, all modifications and alterations fall within the
ing to the present invention and a fused image generated by
the image fusion solution in the prior art. As shown in FIG.
protection scope of the present invention as limited by the
10
appending claims.
5, simulation is executed using a QUICKBIRDS test image,
where simulation results from comparison between the
Further, those skilled in the art may understand, the steps
solution of the present invention and classical point-wise
of various methods as above described may be implemented
computer. Here, some embodiments
image fusion solution (e.g. , additive wavelet (AW) [8],
by a programmed
area-based maximum selection rule (AMS) [7], and multi- 16 intend to cover program storage means that is machine or
scale fundamental forms method (MFF) [13])are shown. In
computer-readable and encoded with machine-executable or
the experiment results of the present invention shown in
computer-executable instruction programs, and the instrucFIG. 5, it is selected At=2 and X~=8 (which are empirical
tions implement some or all steps of the above methods. The
values), and the predetermined fusion standard is to perform
program storage means may be a magnetic storage medium,
20 times of iterative updating. The initial kernel function H 20 for example, a disc, a diskette, a hard disk driver, or an
is selected as a rectangular window function with a size of
optical readable digital data storage medium. The embodiments also intend to cover a computer that is programmed to
MxN, represented as:
perform the steps of the method.
further fused with
a next image, and so on and so forth. In another embodiment,
a link is established between the multiple images and a
kernel function, and then a corresponding energy function is

H=

1/((Mt —Mti (Nt —Nti
0

if Mt

&

1

&

Mt and N, &

j & Nt
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image and the kernel function through the Bayes analysis based on the relationship.
11. The apparatus of claim 9, wherein a gradient of the
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equal to that of an
5 fused image is set to be substantially
The invention claimed is:
image with a higher spatial resolution among the multiple
1. A method for image fusion, comprising:
images.
12. The apparatus of claim 9, wherein the at least one
obtaining, via a processor, multiple images for a same
memory including the computer program code is further
scene;
configured to cause the apparatus to:
calculating, via the processor a fused image of the mulupdate the kernel function by using the calculated fused
tiple images based on Bayes analysis by using a kernel
image when a predetermined fusion standard is not
function; and calculating, via the processor, the fused
satisfied.
image based on the kernel function by using a con13. The apparatus of claim 12, wherein the at least one
structed energy function.
memory including the computer program code is further
2. The method according to claim 1, wherein the calcuconfigured to cause the apparatus to:
lating a fused image further comprises:
optimize the fused image based on the updated kernel
establishing a relationship between the multiple images
function.
and the fused image by using the kernel function; and
14. The apparatus of claim 12, wherein the predetermined
constructing the energy function as a function of the fused
fusion standard is at least one of
image and the kernel function through the Bayes analytimes of the updating and
sis based on the relationship.
quality of the calculated fused image.
3. The method according to claim 1, wherein a gradient of
15. The apparatus of claim 9, wherein the multiple images
the fused image is set to be substantially equal to that of an
include a high resolution image and a multispectral image.
image with a higher spatial resolution among the multiple
16. The apparatus of claim 9, wherein the kernel function
images.
25 includes a point spread function
(PSF).
4. The method according to claim 1, further comprising:
17. A computer program product comprising at least one
updating the kernel function by using the calculated fused
non-transitory
computer-readable
storage medium having
image when a predetermined fusion standard is not
computer-executable program code portions stored therein,
satisfied.
5. The method according to claim 4, further comprising: 3o the computer-executable program code portions comprising:
program code instructions causing a data processor to
optimizing the fused image based on the updated kernel
obtain multiple images for a same scene;
function.
program code instructions causing the processor to cal6. The method according to claim 4, wherein the predeculate a fused image of the multiple images based on
termined fusion standard is at least one of
Bayes analysis by using a kernel function; and program
times of the updating and
code instructions causing the processor to calculate the
quality of the calculated fused image.
fused image based on the kernel function by using the
7. The method according to claim 1, wherein the multiple
constructed energy function.
images include a high resolution image and a multispectral
1S. The computer program product of claim 17, further
image.
S. The method according to claim 1, wherein the kernel 4o comprising program code instructions to
establish a relationship between the multiple images and
function includes a point spread function (PSF).
the fused image by using the kernel function; and
9. An apparatus, comprising at least one processor and at
construct the energy function as a function of the fused
least one memory including a computer program code,
image and the kernel function through the Bayes analywherein the at least one memory including the computer
sis based on the relationship.
program code are configured, with the at least one processor,
19.
The computer program product of claim 17, wherein
to cause the apparatus to:
a gradient of the fused image is set to be substantially equal
obtain multiple images for a same scene;
to that of an image with a higher spatial resolution among
calculate a fused image of the multiple images based on
the multiple images.
Bayes analysis by using a kernel function; and calculate
20. The computer program product of claim 17, wherein
the fused image based on the kernel function by using 5o
the computer-executable
program code portions further
a constructed energy function.
comprises program code to:
10. The apparatus of claim 9, wherein the at least one
update the kernel function by using the calculated fused
memory including the computer program code is further
image when a predetermined fusion standard is not
configured to cause the apparatus to:
satisfied.
establish a relationship between the multiple images and
the fused image by using the kernel function; and
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